Thornhill Park Tennis Club House Leagues 2021
Format and Rules
A & B Doubles is a fixed partner format. C Doubles will be a round Robin Format. C players
can refer to Amanda for further clarification of C doubles format
Matches should be played on the date and time as scheduled
Re- scheduling is allowed anytime before or up to 1 week after the match but if the match
does not get played the team that cancelled will lose the points for that match.
Teams can arrange a substitute for the match but if arranged will forfeit the score for that
match
The substitute must be a member and should be at the same level as the team playing
24 hours notice must be given to the opponents and the club to cancel the match. If not the
points will be given to the team that did not cancel.
Due to the large number of teams all doubles matches are 1 hour in length.
The A and B doubles matches are first to 8 games. If the match is not finished whoever is
ahead when the first buzzer sounds is declared the winning team. If the teams are in the
middle of a game when the first buzzer sounds, the teams can finish the game. If the
games are tied the next game wins.
Scoring will be 1 point for a win and 0 points for a loss
Scores will be accumulated and a playoff schedule will be published for the top 4 teams.
All players are encouraged to display proper etiquette, and good sportsmanship
The focus is on getting exercise, having fun and social interaction in a competitive
environment
The receiving player is responsible to make the call and no arguing should ensue if there is a
disagreement
Calls that are close should be played as in, if the receiving player is not sure a replay of the
point is possible at the discretion of the receiving player
Bad behaviour and poor sportsmanship will not be tolerated and can lead to an ejection from the league
at the discretion of the house league organizers
Have fun and enjoy your time on the court.
House League – Organizers
Singles & C Doubles
Amanda Brown – 416-939-9936
amandabulkis@gmail.com A & B Doubles

Peter Tanz – 416-522-5923 / Vlad Shalamov – 416-839-9172
Petertanz.cercantile@gmail.com
vshalomov@hotmail.com

